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THE EYRIE

THE feature story of the February WEIRD TALES, Thirsty Blades, by Otis Adelbert Kline and E. Hoffmann Price, easily won first place in the hearts of the readers, as evidenced by the many letters sent in to the Eyrie. Its delightful combination of Oriental adventure and extreme weirdness gained instant favor for it. What is your favorite story in the present issue?

"Thirsty Blades is fine," writes Robert E. Howard from his home in Texas. "It moves like a cavalry charge, with an incessant clashing of steel that stirs the blood. Gigantic shadows from the outer gulfs fall across the actors of the drama, yet the sense of realism is skilfully retained."

Dale V. Simpson, of Marion, Ohio, writes to the Eyrie: "It is my wish to express my belated appreciation of your magazine and the authors who furnish its marvelous stories. I say 'marvelous' advisedly; at least, to me they seem so. An oasis in the desert of commonplace literature, in a manner of speaking. (Somehow this phrase does not seem quite original with me, but it expresses my meaning.) I purchased the first copy which appeared on the newsstands, and have never missed more than one or two issues since. I think (and it certainly takes considerable thinking to decide) that H. P. Lovecraft is my favorite author. I wish his tales might appear in every issue. And my choice of all the stories which have appeared in your magazine since its birth is his Dunwich Horror. This prevented me, for days, from giving full attention to my work. Always have horrors which might lurk in deep, dark caves underground, or dim-lit caverns deep under the sea, fascinated me. As a child I would scream with terror if allowed to look into a deep well; yet at the first opportunity I would return to torment myself by again gazing into the dark depths. But The Dunwich Horror transported me, upon the wings of imagination, to the uttermost depths of vast caverns in the bowels of the earth—caverns which are swept by foul, moaning winds laden with the breath of the grave and which contain cosmic cesspools wherein the corruption, filth and evil of millions of

(Continued on page 438)
Has True Love Come To You?

HAVE you ever experienced the thrill of true love or didn't you recognize it when it came? Can you tell when a person really loves you? Is your love-life unhappy because you don't know the vital, fundamental facts about life? Are there certain questions about your sex-life you would like to ask your family physician? If you want the mysteries of sex explained clearly and frankly, clip and mail the coupon below at once.

Learn the Truth About Life

How long must we be slaves to prudery? Will you let "false modesty" rob you of the right to understand the greatest force of life? Why continue to stumble along in ignorance—making costly mistakes that may wreck your happiness—when it is so easy to learn the truth about sex? Thanks to Dr. B. G. Jeffers, Ph. D., a large 512-page book—"Safe Counsel"—has been written that explains in easy-to-understand language the things you should know about your body, your desires and your impulses. It answers the questions that brides want to know on the eve of their wedding—that youth approaching manhood demand of their elders—that married people should know. The real facts are told—frankly and truthfully. Over 600 illustrations explain many subjects that have long puzzled you.

DO YOU KNOW
How to woo to win?
How to keep love aflame?
What every girl should know?
Ethics of the unmarried?
How to perpetuate the honeymoon?
The mistakes every couple should avoid?
How to control your impulses?
What kind of women make the best wives?
What men love in women?
The kind of a man that always attracts women?
Why petting is dangerous?
How to fascinate the other sex?
What every young man should know?

Answers
Questions
Frankly
"Safe Counsel" discusses the most intimate problems of your life. This big book has 512 pages—10 Special Sections—109 Subdivisions—each treating a different phase of the sex question. Here are a few of the subjects discussed: The Power and Peculiarities of Love. Advice to Newly Married Couples. Anatomy and Physiology. Birth Control. Secrets of Marriage. Sex Determination. At What Age to Marry. When to Set the Wedding

Date, How to Win and Hold Love, Mistakes Every Bridegroom Should Avoid, Private Words to Maidsens, Answers to Sex Questions, The Art of Happy Marriages, Diseases and Disorders—What to Do, The Social Evil, Advice to Expectant Mothers. Childbirth—and scores of other intimate subjects. You owe it to yourself to get direct, first-hand knowledge on sex matters. Don't let another day pass until you get a copy of this great book. It is impossible to give you all the facts about this wonderful book here, but if you would like to see a copy without risking a cent, just mail the coupon and a copy will be sent at once.

SEND NO MONEY
Simply Mail the Coupon—

Don't send any now. Just clip and mail the coupon. We will send the regular $4.00 Gift Edition of "Safe Counsel" by return mail. When it arrives hand the postman the Special Reduced Price of only $1.98, plus postage. Read the book for 5 days. If not satisfied, return it and your money will be refunded. You take no risk. 60 order now!

MAIL THIS COUPON NOW

FRANKLIN PUBLISHING COMPANY
800 No. Clark St., Dept. 8600, Chicago, Ill.

Please send me a copy of the $4.00 Gift Edition of "Safe Counsel" in a plain wrapper marked "Personal." I will pay the postman only $1.98, plus postage, upon arrival. Although I am benefiting by this special reduced offer, I may return the book within 5 days, if not satisfied and you agree to refund my money.

Name______________________________

Street & No.______________________

City & State_______________________

If you may be out when the postman calls send $2.00 cash with order and we will pay the postage.

Price outside of U.S.—$2.50, cash with order.

Kindly mention this magazine when answering advertisements
centuries have accumulated; from there I traveled, in an instant, to far-off worlds or planes where only a brief glimpse of unnamable horrors and formless, space-filling, alien entities sent me scurrying and screaming (mentally) with terror back to my warm fireside. I ask you, what need have I of an interplanetary vessel when I can read such stories?"

"I am for more werewolf and vampire stories," writes James J. Mack, of Philadelphia. "Do not discontinue torture stories. I find the poems in the latest issue of W. T. are gems, especially Clark Ashton Smith's Ougabalys. Being a prize fighter, I naturally keep my mind off the coming fight, and WEIRD TALES helps me splendidly. My favorite authors are H. P. Lovecraft and Seabury Quinn."

"It isn't my custom to write puff-letters to magazines," say Paul Thibault, of San Diego, California, in a letter to the Eyrie, "but a story in the December issue of WEIRD TALES makes for the exception. It is The Dancer in the Crystal, by Francis Flagg. You should give us more of this man's work. The last one of his appeared so long ago that it seems an age. It was called The Chemical Brain, and was a finely done piece of work. Most of the science stories are so far-fetched that they sound like hokum, but Flagg seems to base his work on possibilities. I hope to read his stories more regularly in WEIRD TALES."

Charles E. Hampel, of San Pedro, California, makes an acrostic out of WEIRD TALES:

Weirder and wilder than ever,  
Ever its fiction unique,  
Its stories are gripping and clever,  
Reaching each month a new peak.  
Driving thru vast stellar spaces,

Tapping the atom's core;  
A-bridging the gap to the future,  
Living the past again o'er.  
Editor, accept my good wishes:  
Success to you evermore.

"Be careful not to print too much weird-scientific fiction in a single copy," warns A. V. Pershing. "Two should be about the limit in a single copy. Give us more stories like The Red Fetish and Dead Girl Finotte or Whitehead's 'Zombie' stories. Werewolf stories should be revived. They always go across big. The same is true of Chinese stories. I also think it would be a fine thing to give over a page to the discussion of 'real or apparent' ghost houses, ghost tales, ghosts, and ghost phenomena."

A letter from Marie Armstrong, of Great Neck, New York, says: "That story by Mr. Quinn about the cat-people was by far the best he has done and I think about the best thing you have published. Mr. Quinn repeats himself

(Continued on page 440)
on the vampire too often for my complete satisfaction, but this one story was
different, and beautifully done.""

"With so many good writers in WEIRD TALES it is hard to choose which
is the best," writes J. O. Feil, of Melbourne, Australia, "but I certainly
think Seabury Quinn is amongst the best. Would it be out of place if I were
to suggest a story dealing with prehistoric man in France or Spain? There
have been found sufficiently weird implements and anthropomorphic designs in
the grottoes to give a good foundation, apart from the fact that the earliest
traces of witchcraft are to be found in the caves of Spain."

N. J. O'Neill, of Toronto, writes: "Edmond Hamilton has made me a
convert to pseudo-science fiction, for which I never cared until I started read-
ing his stories three years ago in WEIRD TALES. Murray Leinster's The Mur-
derer in your latest issue is also a fine piece of writing, and Lieutenant Edgar
Gardiner has a delightfully crisp and breezy style."

Harold Markham, author of The Falling Knife and In a Dead Man's
Shoes, writes from England: "I would like to take this opportunity to write
an Eyrie letter of appreciation of your most eery of magazines. I will not
presume to criticize the stories—I hardly think a brother-writer should do so
—beyond saying that I most emphatically prefer Seabury Quinn and hope
that if ever I find myself on your side of the Atlantic it will be possible for
me to make a pilgrimage to Brooklyn and that ingenious gentleman's ac-
quaintance. One suggestion, however, I would venture to make: the cover!
There is here in England, I am sure, a market for weird stories; but the
kind of people that enjoy being harrowed by vampires, etc., are just the
very kind who would shy at the exterior of WEIRD TALES. What I mean is
that a casual glance at your cover suggests nothing more nor less than sex
appeal of the most lurid description—and that would put the average pur-
chaser dead off; while a 'sexy' sort of chap would buy your magazine in
anticipation of a pleasing excitement of his passions, only to fling it aside,
donappointed. I am sure the public for weird tales is here in England, and
equally sure that, staying in hotels, I have frequently removed the cover of
my W. T. before venturing to read it in the public lounge!"

A letter from Vincent Jones, of Long Beach, California, says: "I have
been reading WEIRD TALES about two years and I never miss a number. The
moment I snatch it from a news stand, even before I hand over my quarter,
I look to see if there is a story by Seabury Quinn. I love him. One of the
finest stories I have ever read was The Murderer, by Murray Leinster."

"I am taking this opportunity to express my appreciation of your remark-
able magazine," writes N. Y. Smith, of Walsenburg, Colorado, in a letter
to the Eyrie. "I've missed only a few issues in the past few years. Even
though some of its strange contents 'goes over my head,' it holds my interest
like nothing else readable—so different from the common everyday fiction. I
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Thrillers Prove Good Nerve Tonic

Editorial in the New York Times

Many big business men, lawyers and statesmen have admitted a fondness for detective stories because of the distraction which they afford. Now it appears that there is still another good reason for indulging a taste for thrilling mystery tales. According to a prescription being worked out in the psychological laboratories of the University of Chicago, blood-and-thunder fiction is an ideal sedative for the high-pressure worker.

A research worker is demonstrating this theory by thoroughly scientific means, using graphs of pulse, charts of respiration and other exact data. After an hour's reading of a thriller, the subjects invariably show "a quieter pulse, a slower respiration and greater self-control." The experimenter hopes to prove that the reading of absorbing fiction is one of the best of nerve tonics.

Devoted readers of detective stories are ready to agree with almost anything in praise of their favorite brand of fiction. But they will find it hard to believe that when the thief pockets the pearls and dashes the lamp to the floor their pulses beat slower, or that when the Unknown Terror lurks in the dark just outside the heroine's door they breathe easily and calmly.

There is little likelihood, however, that many readers will check up on their own reactions. A violent thriller concentrates attention on the story and leaves no margin for graphs and charts.

12 Detective Story Novels

12 Novels for $1.00

These are copyright novels by well known writers. Printed on good paper with illustrated covers.

Thrilling Mystery Fiction!

Each of these books is an exciting mystery or detective story. Guaranteed to hold your interest.

And you get the entire set of twelve novels for only one dollar! There is no other charge. But—you must act immediately! The supply is limited. Right now, while you think of it, tear out this advertisement, and return to us with $1.00 (coin, stamps or money order). The complete set of twelve novels will be mailed to you promptly, postage prepaid.

Popular Fiction Publishing Co., Dept. 57, 840 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago
ON ICY KINARTH

by Frank Belknap Long, Jr.

I dreamt I stood upon a buttressed ledge
Of Icy Kinarth. High above my head
Soared lizard-birds, and bats with wings outspred,
And loathsome tails that swept the mountain's edge.

A thousand rods below me streamed the sea,
Its black waves lapping at the Isles of Spice:
I clung in terror to a blasted tree,
And fought for footing on the slippery ice.

There came at last, by scent or instinct led,
A fleshless thing with glazed, malignant eyes:
It pawed my mouth until its claws were red,
And voiced its ire in sharp, metallic cries:
A dry and corpse gargoyle-shape that fed
Its belly with the refuse of the skies.
NEXT MONTH

A wealth of fascinating and unusual stories is scheduled for the May issue of WEIRD TALES, on sale April 1.

The Brain-Thief
by Seabury Quinn
An almost unthinkable weird situation provides a tragic background for the rapier-like intelligence and occult powers of the brilliant little French scientist, Jules de Grandin.

Light-Echoes
by Everil Worrell
An unusual occult-scientific story by the author of "The Bird of Space"—a weird tale that goes beyond Einstein in the daring audacity of its science.

The End of the Story
by Clark Ashton Smith
A strange tale about Nyce, the lamia who had her dwelling-place beneath the ruins of the Castle of Faunusflammes—a weirdly beautiful story.

The Sun People
by Edmond Hamilton
A thrilling novelette about a race of people living in the interior of a gigantic sun—a startling weird-scientific story of a tremendous doom threatening the universe.

The Land of Lur
by Earl L. Bell
A strange fantasy, a bizarre extravaganza about a weird and wonderful country, and the terrible beings that beset it.

The Footprint
by G. G. Pendarves
Back from the gates of hell came Jerry's grandfather—a grim story of black magic and evil rites.

River of Lost Souls
by R. C. Sandison
An eerie story of the undead—of a vampire from old Spain, who was not bound by the ordinary limitations of vampires.

These are some of the super-excellent stories that will appear in the May issue of WEIRD TALES

May Issue on Sale April 1

Subscription Rates: $2.50 a year in U. S. or possessions; Canadian $3.00; Foreign $3.50.
WEIRD TALES,
840 N. Michigan Ave.
Chicago, Ill.
The Dust of Egypt

by Seabury Quinn

It was an odd couple Nora McGinnis ushered into my drawing-room that snowy February night. The man was good-looking, extraordinarily so, with fine, regular features crowned by a mass of dark hair, broad forehead and deep, greenish-hazel eyes set well apart beneath brows of almost startling blackness. His chest was deep and well-developed, and his wide, square shoulders told of strength and stamina beyond the usual. Yet he was scarcely more than five feet tall, and the trousers of his well-tailored dinner suit hung baggily on limbs shrunken to mere skeletal proportions. His right knee bent awkwardly at a fixed, unchanging angle which made his walk little more than a lurching, painful hobble, and the patent leather oxfords on his feet were almost boyish in their smallness. Obviously, pellagra had ravaged his once splendid body hideously, leaving a man half perfect, half pitiable wreck.

The woman, apparently almost of an age with her companion—somewhere near twenty-five, I judged—was in everything but deformity his perfect feminine counterpart. Close as a skullcap of black satin her mannishly shingled, jetty hair lay against her small, well-shaped head; her features were so small and regular as to be almost insignificant by reason of their very symmetry; her walk was one of those smooth, undulant gaits which announce a nervous balance and muscular co-ordination not often found in this neurotic age. A sleeveless evening frock of black net and satin fell in graceful folds almost to her narrow, high-arched insteps, and...
the tiny emerald buttons decorating her black-satin pumps were matched by the emerald studs set in the lobes of her small ears and, oddly, by the greenish lights in her black-fringed hazel eyes. She was devoid of make-up, save the vivid scarlet of her lips.

I examined the two small oblongs of cardboard Nora had handed me before admitting the visitors. "Mr. Monteith?" I asked tentatively.

"I am he," the young man answered with a quick smile which lighted his somber, brooding countenance with a peculiar charm, "and this is my sister, Louella." He paused a moment, as though embarrassed, then:

"We've been told you have a friend, a Dr. de Grandin, who occasionally interests himself in matters which have, or seem to have, a supernatural aspect. If you would be good enough to tell us how we might get in touch with him—"

"Avec beaucoup de félicité!" Jules de Grandin interrupted with a laugh. "Stretch forth your hand, and touch, mon ami: I am he whom you seek!"

"Ah?" young Monteith stared at the little Frenchman, scarcely knowing how to acknowledge the unusual introduction. "Ah—"

"Précisément," de Grandin asserted as he waved the callers to a seat upon the fireside lounge. "We are very well met, I think; this had promised to be a dull evening. Now, regarding this seemingly so supernatural matter concerning which you would consult Jules de Grandin——"

he raised his narrow, black brows till they described twin Saracenian arches and paused expectantly.

Young Monteith ran his hand over his smoothly brushed black hair and directed a look almost of appeal at the little Frenchman. "I hardly know how to begin," he confessed, then cast a puzzled glance about the room, as though seeking inspiration from the Dresden figurines on the mantelpiece.

"Why not at the beginning?" de Grandin suggested pleasantly as he drew out his slim gold cigarette case, courteously proffered it to the visitors, then held his pocket lighter for them to set the tobacco alight.

"The case concerns my uncle—our uncle's—death," Mr. Monteith replied as he expelled a cloud of fragrant gray smoke from his nostrils. "It may have been natural enough—the death certificate read heart failure, and there were no legal complications—but both my sister and I are puzzled, and if you can spare the time to investigate it, we'd—here," he broke off, drawing a thin packet of papers from his inside pocket, "this is a copy of Uncle Absalom's will; we might as well start with it as anything."

The little Frenchman took the sheets of foolscap with their authenticating red seals and held them to the light.

"In the Name of God, Amen," he read: "I, Absalom Barnstable—Barnstable, mon Dieu, what a name!—"being of sound and disposing mind and memory and in full bodily vigor, yet being certain of the near approach of unescapeable and inevitable doom, do hereby make, publish and declare this, my last will and testament, hereby revoking any and all other will or wills by me at any time heretofore made.

"First—I commend my spirit to the keeping of God my Savior, and my body to be buried in my plot in Vale Cemetery.

"Second——"

"You can skip the third, second and fourth paragraphs," Mr. Monteith interrupted; "the fifth is the only one bearing further on our problem."

"Very well," de Grandin turned the page and continued: "Fifth—And it is my will and desire that my said nephew and niece, David and Louella Monteith, aforesaid, do take up residence in my house near Harrisonville, New Jersey, as soon as they shall be
apprised of the provisions hereof, and shall there remain in residence for the full term of six months, and at the end of that time, unless intervening occurrences shall have prompted them to take such action earlier, or unless it shall have become physically impossible so to do, they shall remove from the said house the mummy of the Priest Sepa and see it safely transported overseas and buried in the sands of the Egyptian desert; and I do especially make the faithful carrying-out of these injunctions conditions precedent to their succession to the residuum of my estate.”

De Grandin finished reading and glanced from the brother to the sister with his odd, unwinking stare.

“We are the residuary legatees of Uncle Absalom’s estate,” David Montéthie explained. “It amounts to something like $300,000.”

“Parbleu, for half that sum I should undertake the interment of all the shriveled mummies in the necropolis of Thebes!” the Frenchman returned. “But where is the outré feature of your case, my friends? True, your estimable uncle seems to have been peculiar, but eccentricity is the privilege of age and wealth. Why should you not make yourselves comfortable in his late dwelling for half a year, then bury the so long dead Egyptian gentleman with fitting honors and thereafter enjoy yourselves in any manner seeming good to you?”

It was the girl who answered. “Dr. de Grandin,” she asked in a charmingly modulated contralto voice, “didn’t you notice the odd phraseology in the opening paragraph of Uncle Absalom’s will? If he had said ‘being certain of the near approach of unescapable and inevitable death’ we should have paid little attention to it, for he was past eighty years old, and even though he seemed strong and active as a man of sixty, death couldn’t have been so far away in the natural course of things; but he didn’t say ‘death’, he said ‘unescapable and inevitable doom’.”

“Exactement,” de Grandin agreed calmly, but the sudden light which shone in his little round blue eyes betrayed awakening interest. “Précisément, Mademoiselle; what then?”

“I’m certain that horrible old mummy he mentions in his will had something to do with it,” she shot back in a low, almost breathless voice. “Show him the transcription, David,” she ordered, turning to her brother.

Mr. Montéthie produced a second paper from his pocket. “Louella found this in an old escritoire in the library the day before Uncle Absalom died,” he explained. “She meant to ask him about it, but never got the chance. It may shed some light on the case—to you. It only makes it more mysterious to us.”

“Transcription of the Tablet found in the Tomb of Sepa the Priest,” de Grandin read:

“Sepa, servant and priest of Aset, the All-Mother, Who Is and Was and Is to Be, to whose looks hereon, greeting and admonition:

“Impious stranger, who hast defiled the sanctuary of my sepulcher, be thou accursed. Be thy uprisings and thy down-lyings accursed; accursed be thy goings-out and thy returnings; cursed be thou in labor and in rest; may thy nights be filled with terrifying visions and thy days with travail and with pain, and may the wrath of Aset, who Was and Is and Is to Be, be on thee and on thy house for all time. May thy body be the prey to kites and jackals and thy soul endure the torture of the Gods. Unburied shalt thou die, and bodiless and accursed shalt thou wander in Amenti forever and forever, and be this malédiction on thee and on thy house until such time as my relics be once again interred in the sands of Khem. I have said.”

“Eh bien, he cursed a vicious curse, this one,” the Frenchman re-
marked as he concluded. "And what is this we have here?"

Pasted to the bottom of the sheet bearing the translation of the old priest's curse was a newspaper cutting bearing a London dateline:

"London, Nov. 16.—The strange death of Richard Bethell, son of Lord Westbury, today revived the legend of the curse of death that hovers over those who disturb the graves of the ancient lords of Egypt.

His death is the tenth among the leaders of Lord Carnarvon's expedition to the Valley of the Kings in Egypt, which uncovered the tomb of King Tutankhamen.

Bethell, who was secretary to Howard Carter, leader of the expedition, was found dead in bed in the aristocratic Bath Club. Physicians are at a loss as to what caused his end.

"Um?" de Grandin put the paper down and regarded the visitors once more with his direct, level stare. "And what of your late uncle?" he demanded. "Tell me what you can of his life; more particularly of his death."

Again it was the girl who answered. "Uncle Absalom was educated for the Unitarian ministry," she began, "but he never accepted the vocation. About the time he was to take up his ministerial work he met a young lady in New Bedford, Massachusetts, and fell violently in love with her. Yankee clippers still traded with the Orient and Near East in those days, and Miss Goodrich's father, who was a ship-owner, offered Uncle Absalom a share in the business if he would give up his clerical career. He shipped as supercargo on the Polly Hatton at his future father-in-law's suggestion, and in the course of a three-year cruise touched at Alexandria, Egypt.

"He seems to have had plenty of time to go inland exploring, for he made a trip up the Nile and with a party of Arabs broke into a tomb somewhere near Luxor and brought back several mummies, some papyri and some funerary statues. It was comparatively easy to get such things out of Egypt in those days, so Uncle had little difficulty in bringing his finds—or would you call them loot?—away. Oddly enough, they proved the foundation of his fortune.

"Unknown to Uncle Absalom and the master of the ship, Mr. Goodrich had died of smallpox while the Polly Hatton was on her cruise, and when they came to appraise his estate he was found to be practically bankrupt. Harriet, his daughter, married a wealthy young ship-chandler, and was the mother of two children when her fiancé finally returned to New Bedford.

"But the mummies Uncle Absalom had found proved rather valuable ones. Egyptology was just beginning to be the important science it is today, and the papyri found in the mummy-cases gave a great deal of valuable information the officials of the British Museum had only guessed at before. They paid Uncle £200—a great deal of money in those days—for his finds, and made him a liberal offer for any further antiquities he might bring them.

"When Uncle Absalom returned to New England to find his expected bride already a wife and mother, his entire nature seemed to change almost overnight. The quiet, bookish divinity student was transformed into a desperate adventurer. The Civil War had been over five years, and the country was beginning to drift into the period of hard times which ended in the panic of 1873. Plenty of young men who'd served in the Union army and navy were out of work, and Uncle Absalom had no trouble recruiting a company of followers without respect either for danger or decency, provided there was money to be had for their work.

"Poor Uncle Absalom! I'm afraid everything he did during the next twenty years or so wouldn't bear too close scrutiny! The returns from his first venture in grave robbery had
proved so good that he went into it as a business.

"Even though most of them were Mohammedans and didn’t believe in the old gods, the Egyptians didn’t take kindly to foreigners despoiling the ancient tombs, and Uncle and his men encountered resistance more than once; but the men who had fought with Grant and Sherman and Farragut weren’t the kind to be stopped by unorganized Arabs, or even by the newly organized gendarmerie of Egypt. They robbed and plundered systematically, taking their loot to a sort of buccaneers’ cache they’d established at a desert oasis, and when they’d accumulated enough spoil to make it worth while, they’d take it out in an armed caravan, sometimes striking for the Red Sea, sometimes going boldly to the Mediterranean, and who betide whoever tried to stop them!

"Of course, both the English and the French went through the motions of combating this wholesale grave-robery, but both countries had more important things to attend to, and Uncle’s men helped them subdue rebellious natives more than once; so many of his crimes were winked at officially. Also, the great museums of London, Paris, Berlin and St. Petersburg were glad to buy whatever he had for sale, and often bid against each other for his wares; so he grew rich and, in a way, respected. The curators of those museums weren’t so very different from people over here," she added with a smile. "When I was in school in Washington it was common gossip that the Senators and Congressmen who championed prohibition most eloquently in the halls of Congress were the bootleggers’ best customers in private life.

"What had started as a purely commercial enterprise with the additional element of adventure to help him forget the way he had been jilted at length became a real passion with Uncle Absalom. He learned to decipher the Egyptian hieroglyphies, for he’d been a first-rate Greek scholar in college and Boussard’s discovery of the Rosetta Stone in 1799 had furnished the key to the old written language, you know. Long before he retired from his dangerous profession Uncle was rated as one of the foremost authorities on both ancient and modern Egypt, and two universities and the British government made him handsome offers for his services when he finally gave up tomb-robbing as a vocation.

"On his retirement he made a number of gifts to the Egyptian departments of the museums which had been his best customers, but the cream of his finds he retained for his private collection and kept them in his house near Harrisonville.

"I don’t suppose you ever even heard of him, Dr. Trowbridge?" she turned her odd, rather melancholy smile on me. "He’s lived just outside town for almost ten years, but when we came to visit him the taxi-driver had never heard of ‘Journey’s End’, where he lived, and we had a great deal of trouble finding him. You see, he had hardly been outside his own grounds once since settling here, and most of his things, including staple groceries, he bought from a mail order house in Chicago. I don’t believe half a dozen people in the whole city knew him, or even knew of him.

"David and I came to visit him last month in response to an urgent invitation. He intimated he intended making us his heirs, and as we’re orphans and were his only living relatives, it seemed no more than human charity to accede to his request.

"He was a wonderful-looking old man, courteous, gentle and very learned. He did everything possible to make us welcome, and we should have been very happy at ‘Journey’s End’ if it hadn’t been for an air of —well—uneasiness, which seemed to permeate the whole place. Somehow,
both David and I seemed to feel alien presence there. We’d be reading in the library, or sitting at table, or, perhaps, just going about our affairs in the house, when suddenly we’d have that strange, eerie feeling of someone staring fixedly at the backs of our heads. When we’d turn suddenly—as we always did at first—there’d be no one there, of course; but the feeling was always there, and instead of wearing off it became stronger and stronger. Since Uncle’s death I’ve noticed it more than David has, though.

“Uncle Absalom never mentioned it, and, of course, neither did we—except to each other—but I’m sure he felt it too, for there was a furtive, almost fearful, look in his eyes all the time, and the queer, haunted expression seemed to grow on him, just during the little time of our visit. It was only ten days before his death when he made his will, and you remember how he speaks of ‘inescapable and inevitable doom’—instead of ‘death’—in the opening paragraph.

“Now, I realize all this is not enough to excuse our belief in anything supernatural being involved in Uncle Absalom’s death; that is, not enough to convince a disinterested third party who hadn’t felt the queer, terrifying atmosphere of ‘Journey’s End’ and seen the look of hopeless fear grow into an expression of almost resignation in Uncle Absalom’s face,” she admitted, “and I’m not sure you’ll see anything so very unusual in what occurred the night he died. David will have to tell you about that; curiously enough, though everyone else in the house was awake, I slept through it all, and have no firsthand knowledge of anything.”

“I compliment you, Mademoiselle,” de Grandin declared with one of his characteristically courteous bows. “You tell your story most exceedingly well. Already I am convinced. I shall most gladly undertake the case.”

“Now, young Monsieur,” he ad- dressed the crippled boy, “add what you can to the so graphic narrative Mademoiselle your sister has detailed. I listen; I am all attention.”

DAVID MONTEITH took up the story. “Uncle Absalom died shortly after New Year’s—the ninth of January, to be exact,” he began. “He and Louella had gone to bed about ten o’clock, but I stayed up in the library reading. It’s—pardon the personal reference—it’s rather difficult for me to dress and undress, and sometimes I sit up rather late, just to defer the trouble of going to bed. So—”

“It hurts him,” his sister interrupted, her eyes welling with tears. “Sometimes he suffers terribly, and—”

“Louella, dear, don’t!” the boy cut in. “As I was saying, gentlemen, I sat up late that night, and fell asleep over my book. I woke with a start and found the night, which had been clear and sharp earlier, had become stormy and bitter cold. A perfect gale was blowing, and, clinging snowflakes were being dashed against the window-panes with such force that they struck the glass with an audible impact.

“Just what wakened me I can’t say with certainty. I thought at first it was the shrieking of the wind, but, looking back, I’m not so sure; for, blending with the recollection of the dream I’d been having when I woke, was a sound, or combination of sounds—”

“Mille pardons, Monsieur, but what of this dream?” de Grandin interrupted. “Such stuff as dreams are made on are oftentimes of greatest importance in cases like this.”

“Why,” David Monteith colored slightly, “it was a silly hodgepodge I’d been dreaming, sir; it couldn’t possibly have any bearing on what happened later. I dreamed I heard two people, a man and a woman, come up the stairs from Uncle Absalom’s museum, which was on the
ground floor, and pass the library on their way to Uncle’s room. And in the absurd way dreams have of making things appear, I thought I could look right through the solid wall and see them, the way you do in those illusional scenes they sometimes have in the theater. They were both dressed in ancient Egyptian costume, and were speaking together in some outr dignous language. I’d been reading Munzinger’s *Ostafrikanische Studien* when I fell asleep; I expect that accounts for the dream.”

“U’m; possibly,” de Grandin conceded, “What then, if you please?”

“Well, as I said, when I woke I thought I heard a sort of soft, but very clear, chiming sound, something like sleigh-bells heard a long way off, yet different, somehow, and with it what I took to be a woman’s voice singing softly.

“I leaned back in my chair, half asleep still, wondering if some dream-image hadn’t carried over into my semi-consciousness, when there came a new sound, totally unlike the others.

“It was my Uncle Absalom’s voice, not very loud, but terribly earnest, arguing with, or pleading with someone. Gradually, as I sat there listening, his words became louder, he almost shouted, then broke off with a sort of scream which seemed to die half uttered, as though his mouth had suddenly been stopped or his throat grasped in a strangling hold.

“I lifted myself out of my chair and hurried toward the upper story as well as I could, but the stairway leading to the third floor was some twenty feet down the corridor and the stairs were steep and winding; so, with my handicap, I couldn’t make very good time.

“While I was still half climbing, half crawling up the stairs, I heard a woman’s scream, ‘Howly Mither, ’tis th’ bannskee!’ and recognized Maggie Gourlay, my uncle’s cook and housekeeper. She and her husband, Tom, were his only servants, and shared all the household duties between them.

“When I finally reached the landing above, Maggie stood at the far end of the hall, her teeth fairly chattering, her eyes bulging with terror.

“ ‘Ouch, Misther David, ’tis all over wid Misther Absalom, God rist ’im!’ she hailed me as I came up.

‘Tis meself just seen th’ bannskee woman lave ’is room. Don’t go nigh, Misther David; she may be waitin’ for others o’ th’ family.’

“ ‘Nonsense,’ I panted. ‘Didn’t you hear my uncle call? Come here; we must see what he wants.’

“ ‘Wurra, wurra, ’tis nothin’ but a praste an’ an undertaker he’ll be nadin’ now, sor!’ she answered, without coming a step nearer.

“I couldn’t wait for the superstitions old fool to get over her hysteria, for my uncle might be seriously ill, I thought; so I rapped sharply on his door, then, receiving no answer, pushed my way into his room.

“Uncle Absalom lay on his bed, the covers thrown back, one foot hanging just off the floor, as though he had been in the act of rising. His arms were folded over his breast, his fingers locked together, clasping a pillow tightly against his chest and face.

“I switched on the light and removed the pillow; then I knew. I’d never seen a newly dead man before, but I needed no one to tell me my uncle was dead. I think we recognize death instinctively, just as a child recognizes and hates a snake without having been told reptiles are deadly. My uncle’s jaw had sagged and his tongue had fallen forward and outward, as though he were making an inane grimace, and there was a bright, transparent film over his still opened eyes.

“I turned back his pajama jacket to feel his heart, and then it was I noticed the mark. It was just to the
The second story contained a large, old-fashioned formal drawing-room, a library with walls lined from basement to molding with book-laden shelves, and an open fireplace of almost baronial proportions, a dining-room vast as a banquet hall, and two guest-bedrooms, each with private bath. Sleeping-quarters for the family and servants and two large lumber rooms occupied the top floor.

Old Tom Gourlay, butler and major-domo of the establishment, met us at the gate and helped us with our luggage when we arrived at the house shortly before six in the evening. Behind him, in the lower entrance-way, waited his wife, Maggie, looking very demure in her black bombazine dress and white apron, but an expression of lurking suspicion—a certain grimness about her lips and hardness in her eyes—made me glance sharply at her a second time as we followed her husband up the wide stairway to the library where our host and hostess waited.

The Frenchman noted the woman's odd air of constraint, too, for he whispered as we ascended, "She will bear watching, that one, Friend Trowbridge."

Dinner was served shortly after our arrival, and despite de Grandin’s efforts at small talk the meal proved a gloomy one, for we caught ourselves looking furtively at each other from under lowered lids, and though the old butler maintained his air of well-bred, stoical calm, on more than one occasion I caught a glimpse of Maggie Gourlay standing at the serving-pantry door, her queer, hard gaze fixed intently on Louella Monteith’s sleek, bowed head.

Shortly after coffee had been served in the library de Grandin excused himself and, motioning me to accompany him, stole silently down the stairs. "The surest defense lies in attack, my friend," he explained as he led the way toward the kitchen. Then, as we entered the big, steamy room without preliminary knock, he demanded:

"Tell me, my friends, what was it you observed the night your unfortunate employer met his end?"

The servants started as though he had flung an accusation at them. Old Tom opened his lips, licked them lightly with the tip of his tongue, then closed them again and averted his eyes, like a sullen schoolboy chided by his teacher.

Not so his wife. An angry, challenging light shone in her Celtic blue eyes as she answered: "Why don’t ye ask her about it, sor? She’ll be better able ter tell ye than Tom or me, good Christians that we be."

"Dites," de Grandin pursed his lips, "is it an accusation that you make, my old one?"

"I’m making no accusations, an’ I’m sayin’ nothin’ again nobody,” the woman returned slowly, "leastwise, not widin’ hearin’ distance of ears as miss nothin’. See here, sor” —she softened, as women always did when Jules de Grandin regarded them with that elfish, provocative smile of his—"ye’re from th’ other side; have ye ever been to Ireland—do ye know anythin’ o’ her fairy lore?"

"Ah-ho," de Grandin let his breath out with a half-chuckle, "the winds blows that way, him? Yes, my excellent one, I have been to your so beautiful island, and I know much of her traditions. What is it you have seen which reminds you of the old sod?"

The woman hesitated, casting a half-defiant, half-fearful glance at the ceiling above her; then, confidentially: "What sort o’ folk is it as can’t call a name three times runnin’ or eat three helpin’s o’ food at wan meal, or drink three sups o’ drink?" she demanded with a sort of subdued ferocity.

The Frenchman met her earnest, searching stare with a level, unwinking look. "Fairy folk, and witches,
and ghosts of the departed who masquerade as living men,'" he answered glibly, as though reciting a lesson learned by rote. "Also those who have sold themselves to the Evil One, or they who have any manner of traffic with the Powers of Darkness——"

"True for ye, sur," she interrupted with a satisfied nod. "Ye're a gentleman, an' none o' these learned fools who laugh at th' old-time truths an' call 'em superstition. Then listen:

"When first they came here, th' crippled Mister David an' she who calls herself his sister, I wuz mightily afeared o' th' green eyes of her, an' of her pale, bloodless face an' her smilin' red lips, so thin an' cruel, wid th' white teeth flashin' so close behind 'em. So I sets a trap fer her. Whenever she wanted me, I pretended not to hear her call th' first time, nor th' second. Did she call twice? She did, sor. Did she call th' charmed third time? Never!

"An', 'Tom,' sez I to me old man, 'do ye be watchin' how she eats an' drinks at table while ye're servin', th' dinners,' an' to make sure he wuzn't fooled be th' wicked, false beauty of her pale face, I climbs th' stairs an' watches her from th' servin'-pantry door meself. More than wanst I watched her, sor, but niver, as God an' th' blessed St. Patrick hear me splice, did I see her put th' third piece o' meat or bread in her mouth, nor did she ever take a third cup o' wine, though Tom at me express orders would fill her glass no more than half full, so she'd have all th' chancet a Christian woman needed ter ask for a third helpin' o' th' crater."

"U'm?" de Grandin tweaked the tightly waxed ends of his diminutive blond mustache. "And what else, if you please? The night your master died, by example——"

"Jest so, sor," she broke in eagerly. "'Twas after we'd heard old Mister Abs'lom cry out in mortal anguish an' whilst Mister Davy—poor lad!—wuz clumpin' an' clompin' up th' stairs from th' library below, we seen it come out from his room. All scart an' terror-shook as we wuz, I hollered out that 'twas th' banshie that walked th' house by night, but 'twarn't, sor. 'Twuz her—or it—sor, as howly St. Bridget hears me say it, 'twas her!

"'Sure, an' I seen her come sneakin' from out his door, wid her cruel, red lips parted in a divil's laugh an' her terrible green eyes shootin' fire at me through th' dark, freezein' me where I stood.

"'Down th' hall she went, sor, so quiet-like ye'd have swore she floated, for niver mortal woman stepped so softly, an' when she turned th' corner o' th' corridor, I knew we'd seen an evil thing that night; a witch-woman from Kylena-granagh Hill, arrayed in th' likeness o' pore Mister Abs'lom's blood-kin. Then it wuz me lips wuz loosened, an' I called aloud ter Mister Davy to beware—fer who knew but that she looked fer more o' th' master's blood to destroy, havin' a 'ready kilt th' old man dead wid her magic power?"

"I declare, I'm so sleepy I can scarcely keep my eyelids up!" Louella Monteith told us a few minutes after we rejoined her and her brother in the library upstairs. "I've not stirred from the house today, but I haven't been so drowsy since——" she broke off abruptly, her eyes widening with something like horror.

"Yes, Mademoiselle?" de Grandin prompted softly.

"Since the night Uncle Absalom died," she answered. "I was terribly drowsy from right after dinner that evening, too, and slept like a log from the moment I went to bed—remember what trouble David had to
waken me when he and the servants came to my room, to tell me——"

"Précisément," de Grandin agreed. "By all means, Mademoiselle, do not let us keep you from your needed rest. Dr. Trowbridge and I are here to help, not to make nuisances of ourselves."

"You won't mind?" she asked gratefully as she rose to leave. "Good-night, gentlemen; good-night, Davy, dear; don't sit up too late, please."

Midnight sounded on the tall clock in the hall; still we talked and smoked in the library. David Monteith was widely read and widely traveled, and his flow of conversation was as interesting as it was varied in subject-matter. We were discussing some comic idiosyncrasies of Parisian concierges and taxi-drivers when de Grandin halted the talk with upraised hand.

Quickly as a cat, and as silently, he stole to the door, motioning over his shoulder for me to shut off the library lights. A moment he stood silent in the doorway of the darkened room, then crept down the hall toward the stairs leading to the museum below.

Ten minutes or so later he rejoined us with a shamefaced smile. "Jules de Grandin grows old and nervous, I fear," he admitted with a humorous lift of his eyebrows. "He starts at shadows and hears ghostly footsteps in the creaking of old floor-boards. My friends, it is late. My vote is that we retire; do you agree?"

"No, my friend, it may not be," he denied as I prepared to disrobe shortly after we had bid our host good-night. "Remove the shoes, by all means; otherwise remain clothed. I fear we shall have small sleep this night."

"But," I protested, "I thought you were so sleepy. You said——"

"Assuredly," he agreed with a nod as he replaced his evening shoes with a pair of soft-soled slippers, "and the mother who would still her little one's fear declares she hears nothing when she is most certain she hears a bur- glar prying at the window-latch. Attend me, my friend:

"While you, Monsieur Monteith, and I talked all pleasantly in the library I did descry the soft, so silent step of someone creeping down the stairs. At once I bid you shut off the light, that I might not stand out in silhouette against its glow and thus betray myself; then I did reconnoiter.

"All quietly down the stairway Mademoiselle Louella did steal, and to one of those great, fast-locked cabinets she went unerringly, though the museum was dark as Pluto's own subcellar.

"Today she told me she knew not where the keys of those locked cases were—that her late uncle had kept them in a secret place and that she knew it not—but with a key she did unlock that cabinet door, and though that key was one of many on a ring, she made no difficulty in finding it in the dark, or in fitting it to the lock. No.

"Anon she turned back, and on her arms and in her hands were many things; objects I could not certainly identify, but seeming to be articles of clothing and ornaments—grave-loot from the old ones' tombs, I doubt not, and worth a kingly ransom for their great antiquity, whatever their intrinsic worth might be."

"But why did you pretend you'd seen nothing?" I demanded. "Do you suspect——"

"I suspect nothing; I know nothing," he rejoined. "I declared my mission fruitless that the young mon- sieur might not have new perplexities added to those he already has. What sort of business Mademoiselle Louella makes—or purposes to make—I do not know. At any rate, her actions were most strange, and we shall be advised to sit with one eye and one ear fast-glued to our keyhole throughout the night."
WRAPPING myself in a dressing-gown, I dropped into one of the deep wing chairs flanking the bedroom fireplace and lighted a cigar.

Jules de Grandin paced the length of the chamber, lighted a cigarette and flung it aside after two or three puffs, drew something from the pocket of his lounge-robe and examined it, replaced it, finally seated himself on the extreme edge of the easy-chair across the hearth and seemed to freeze statue-still.

Once or twice I essayed a remark, but his quickly lifted hand cut me short each time. His attitude was one of intent listening for some expected sound, and I found myself thinking again how suggestive of a feline the little fellow was. With his round, blue eyes widened by the intentness of his attention, the sharp, needle-fine ends of his waxed mustache fairly quivering with nervous tautness and his delicate, narrow nostrils now and again expanding as though he would discover the presence of that for which he waited by virtue of his sense of smell, he was for all the world like a tensed, expectant, but infinitely patient tom-cat stationed at the entrance of a promising rathole.

Time crept by with weighted feet. I yawned, stretched myself, tossed away my cigar, and fell into a doze.

"Trowbridge, mon vieux, arouse!" de Grandin's sibilant whisper cut through my nap. "Awake, my friend—listen!"

In the room above us, the chamber where crippled David Monteith slept, there sounded the indistinct murmur of a voice—a woman's voice—and blending with it like a cunningly played accompaniment to a soloist's recitation was the faint, musical chiming of a bell. Yet it was not like any bell I had ever heard; rather it was like a staff of chimes with a single, tri-toned note, or a major note with two undertones pitched differently.

"Sounds like——" I began.

"Zut! Be quiet—come!" commanded Jules de Grandin.

Silently as a panther stalking through the jungle, he led the way into the corridor and up the stairs. Before the door of David's room he paused, raising his hand in an arresting, minatory gesture.

The voice behind the panels was that of Louella Monteith, yet strangely different from it; deeper, more reverberant than the girl's usual contralto. The words she spoke were in a language strange to me, but reminiscent, somehow, of such few phrases of Hebrew as I had learned when as a young hospital intern I'd ridden an ambulance through the crowded foreign sections of the city. And blending with the cold, passionless monotone of the woman's voice was a second one, a man's voice, quivering with passion, accusatory, low and vindictive as a serpent's hiss.

With a quick movement of his left hand de Grandin thrust the door back and advanced across the threshold. The tableau thus revealed struck me numb with blank amazement.

Although no light burned, the scene was clear-cut as though enacted in brilliant moonlight, for a silvery, radiant luminescence without apparent source seemed to permeate the atmosphere of an Egyptian room.

Crouched on a couch, his eyes wide with grisly, unbelieving horror, was David Monteith. Kneeling on the drugget in an attitude half of adoration, half cringing servility, was a man clothed only in a loin-cloth. His shaven head accented his lean, cruel features. One of his long, bony hands was extended, pointing fiercely at young Monteith, and, it seemed to me, the pointed hand was like an aimed weapon, serving to direct the unabating flood of invective the kneeling creature hurled toward the man upon the bed.
Grandin's suggestion. "Talk all you will of her being my sister; I tell you she's the vilest, most unholy thing unhanged. Oh God, why doesn't the law recognize witchcraft today? How I'd enjoy denouncing her, and seeing her tied to the stake!" He leaned back on his pillow, exhausted by the vehemence of his emotion, but his deep-set, greenish hazel eyes glowed with fury as he looked from one of us to the other. Then:

"She killed Uncle Absalom, too. I know it. Now I understand what old Maggie Gourlay meant when she warned me against the banshee. It was Louella—my sister! She killed our uncle, and she almost finished me last night. I tell you—"

"And I tell you, Monsieur David, that you talk like an uncommonly silly fool!" de Grandin broke in sharply. "Hear me, if you please—or if you do not please, for that matter. Attend me, listen, pay attention, forget your chuckle-headedness! You talk of witch-burning, and, parbleu, you do well to do so, for you assuredly show the shallow-emptiness of head which so characterized those old ones who sent innocent women to the flames!

"Non, listen to me," he bade sharply as the other would have spoken. "You will hear me through, if I must knock you senseless and bind you to the bed in order to keep you quiet!

"Your story of your uncle's death did greatly interest me when first you told it. That old Sepa, the Priest of Aset, or Isis, as we call her nowadays, had any personal part in it I did not seriously consider; but that the constant, continuous, subconscious thought of that old one's curse had much to do with it I was very certain. Consider, my friend, you know how half a dozen people, thinking together, can sometimes influence one in a company? You have seen it demonstrated? Good. So it was in this case, only more so; much more so. For generations the dwellers in Egypt bowed the knee to Aset, the All-Mother, she whom they worshiped as She Who Was and Is and Is to Be. Now, whether such a personality as hers ever existed or not is beside the question; let but enough persons loose thoughts of her, and they have created a thought-image of such strength that only le bon Dieu knows its limitations.

"So with the vengeance of the dead. For more generations than you have hairs upon your head the Egyptians believed implicitly that he who broke the rest of the entombed dead laid himself open to direst vengeance. And to strengthen this belief, those who were buried were wont to place a curse-stone in their tombs, denouncing the disturbers of their long rest in such language as old Sepa directed against your late uncle. Yes, it is so.

"Your late lamented kinsman spent much time among the ancient tombs. It was inevitable he should have absorbed some sort of half-agnostic belief in the potency of the old ones' curses. That sort of thing grows on one.

"Anon, having retired, he sets himself to translating the various tablets and papyri he had collected. At length he comes upon the curse-stone from old Sepa's grave.

"Now, we do not realize when the Uncinaria americana infects our systems with its eggs, but anon we suffer drowsiness, anemia and dyspepsy. We have no desire to do anything but sit about and sleep—we have the disease known as hookworm, for the eggs have germinated. So it was with old Sepa's curse. Monsieur your uncle wrought out the translation of the curse-stone, and paid little heed to what he read—at first. But all the same the idea of a dreadful doom awaiting him who invaded that wicked old one's tomb was firmly lodged in his subconscious mind, and there it germinated, and grew into a monstrous thing, even as the hookworm's

(Continued on page 570)
eggs grow in the body of their victim. And when your uncle read of the young Englishman’s death, and how he was the tenth to die of those who opened Tutankhamen’s tomb, such doubts as he might have had disappeared utterly. He did resign himself to death by Sepa’s vengeance.

“Your sister, being sensitive to thought-influence, at length became infected, too. It was as if your uncle, all unknowingly, transferred his fearful thoughts to her subconscious mind, much as a hypnotist imposes his thought and will upon his subject. Your sister is tall, stately, beautiful. She had the peculiar greenish eyes which go with mysticism. What more natural than that your uncle should have conceived the Goddess Aset as in your sister’s image, and, so conceiving, impregnated your sister with his thought. All unknowingly, she was to him, and to herself, the very incarnation of that olden one—that probably non-existent one—whose wrath had been called down on Monsieur your kinsman by the curse-stone found in Sepa’s grave.

“Very good. Upon the night in which your uncle died your sister did arise, descend the stairs into the museum, and there equip herself with the garments once worn by some Egyptian priestess. Consider, now: She did not consciously know what was in those cabinets below, she knew not which keys fitted the locks, she did not know how the ancient priestesses arrayed themselves, for she had no knowledge of archeology; yet she went unerringly to the proper ease, chose the proper trappings, and donned them in the proper manner. Why? Because your uncle’s thought guided her!

“All this she did at the urge of her subconscious mind. Her conscious mind, by which she recognized external things, was fast asleep meanwhile. Yet so deftly did her dream-commanded mind order the disguise that she even went so far as to trace the likeness of open, staring eyes upon her lids with phosphorescent paint.

“And then, arrayed as Aset, she did repair to your uncle’s room, and with her went the thought-concept of another one, the thought-induced and thought-begotten likeness of the long-dead Sepa.

“With ancient ritual she read aloud your uncle’s doom, the doom he had decreed upon himself by his persistent thought, and he—poor man!—believing that his doom was sealed, did die for very fright.

“Now, concerning yourself: Like her, you knew of the curse; like her you had read of the death of the young Englishman who violated the tomb of Tutankhamen. Very well. Subconsciously you feared the curse which Sepa had put upon your uncle and your uncle’s kin hovered over you. Although you strove to shake it off, the thought would not die, for the more you dismissed it from your conscious mind, the deeper it penetrated into your subconscious, there to fester like a septic splinter in one’s finger. Yes.

“Last night was the crucial time. Once more Mademoiselle your sister donned Aset’s unholy livery; once more she did pronounce the doom of Sepa upon your uncle’s kin—and, parbleu, she did almost succeed in doing it! Friend Trowbridge and I were not a second too soon, I damn think.”

“But the mark—the mark on Uncle Absalem’s breast, and which Dr. Trowbridge said appeared on mine, too; what of that?” young Monteith persisted.

“Perhaps you have not seen it, but
I have," de Grandin returned: "a hypnotist can, by his bare mental command, cause the blood to leave his subject's arm, and make the member become white and cold as death. So with the death-sign on your uncle's breast, and yours. It was but the stigma of a mental order—a thought made physically manifest."

"But what did you do—what did you use?" Monteith demanded. "I saw you drive the ghost of Sepa from the room with something. What was it?"

"To understand, you must know the history of Isis," de Grandin answered. "Her cult was one of the most powerful of all the ancient world. Despite the sternest opposition she had her votaries in both Greece and Rome, and she was the last of the old gods to be expelled from Egypt, for notwithstanding the Christianizing of the land and the great strength of the Alexandrian Church, her shrine at Philae continued to draw worshipers until the Sixth Century of our era.

"Now, while Christianity still struggled with the remnant of the old faiths there lived in Alexandria a certain priest named Cyril, a very holy man, who by virtue of his piety wrought many miracles. Also, when more than once the women of his congregation declared themselves spell-bound by the ancient Goddess Aset, he was wont to cast the spell from off them by the use of a certain sacred amulet, a little cross of gold supposed to hold a tiny remnant of the True Cross within itself. This very sacred reliquary is in the present custody of the Papa of the Greek Orthodox Church in Harrisonville. Often have I heard the old man speak of it.

"Accordingly, when we came here to 'Journey's End' to try conclusions with the ancient gods of Egypt, I begged the use of that same relic from its custodian and brought it with me.

"And, as I have said, thoughts have power. It was the thought of Priest Sepa's ancient curse which worked
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**DAM-ZINE**

For Sick Glands Caused From Age, Abuse, Disease, Etc.

A product of medical research prescribed by Physicians in the treatment of scarred glands. You take no chances and what no money. Satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded. We invite correspondence with Physicians. Pack of 25 Dam-Zines $1.00, 200 for $5.00. A $1.00 order now means a $3.00 order later. Special Physicians offer 1,000 Dam-Zines for $1.25. All goods sent in plain sealed package postpaid. No C.O.D. Send cash or money order and expect Dam-Zines by first return mail. No delay. Write now. All correspondence confidential.

**DAM-ZINE LABORATORIES CO.**

P. O. Box 191
Columbus, Ohio
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**THE BROTHERHOOD OF THE HOLY PENTAGRAM**

A Brotherhood of Mystics

**TEACHING**

Occultism, Psychology, Ancient Magic, Metaphysics and Comparative Religions.

For information address

SECRETARY GENERAL,
Box 391, Plattsburg, N. Y.

Anyone interested in

Occult Sciences and Mysteries, send us your name and address. Join new Mental Science League, no charge.

Mental Science League
109 N. Dearborn St.
Chicago, Ill.
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**I CHALLENGE**

you that I will teach you, by mail in one lesson, the simplest, shortest, method. Not telepathy. You will read one's mind to a distance by only two cases, the eyes of partner, dream, intuition, etc. Praised by New York, Boston, Montreal Police Chiefs, colleges, mediums, blacksmoke, etc. If fake, let them arrest me. Send in $1.00.

A. Reisman, Sr. P. O. Box 23, Sec. W. X, Montreal, Can.
the death of your uncle and all but caused your own; yet here was a little, so small piece of gold which also carried the concentrated thought of centuries. Adored as a caster-out-of-spells by generations of pious Christians, once regarded as efficacious against the same old goddess by whom your house was so beset, it was ideally suited to my purpose. I did fight thought with counter-thought; against the evil thought-concepts of Aset and of Sepa her priest I set the defensive thought-power of Cyril, the Alexandrian monk, who once cast Aset forth from out the bodies of his bewitched parishioners. The tiny relic in my hand focussed, so to speak, the thoughts which negatived the harmful power of Aset and her followers, and—Aset and her ghostly worshiper are gone. If—"

"I—don’t—believe—a—word—of—it!" Monteith interrupted slowly. "You’re saying all this to shield Louella. She’s bad—wicked clear through, and I don’t ever want to see her again. I—"

"Monsieur!" de Grandin’s voice was sharp-edged as a razor. "Look at this!"

Once more he drew the little golden cross of Cyril from his pocket, holding it before the young man’s eyes. As young Monteith gazed wonderingly at it, the Frenchman continued in a low, earnest voice: "You will hear and obey. You will sleep for half an hour, at which time you will awake, completely forgetting all which occurred last night, remembering only that the thing which menaced your family and household has forever departed. Sleep. Sleep and forget. I command it!

"And that, my friend, is that," he announced matter-of-factly as Monteith’s eyelids lowered in compliance with his order.

"Now what?" I asked.

"I think we would better burn the mummy of Priest Sepa and the translation of his curse-stone," he responded. "The uncle’s will absolved his legatees from burying the mummy if it became physically impossible—I purpose rendering it so. Come, let us cremate the old one."

Together we dismembered the desiccated corpse of the Egyptian, casting the pieces on the glowing coals of the furnace, where they burned with sharp, fierce spurts of flame and quickly turned to light, gray ashes which wafted upward through the draft of the fireplace.

"What about that uncanny feeling Louella complained of, de Grandin?" I asked as we pursued our grisly task. "You know, she said she felt as though someone were staring at her from behind?"

"Metsoui," he chuckled as he fed a mumified forearm to the flames. "I shall say she had good cause to feel so. Did not the excellent Maggie and her husband stare her out of countenance from the rear, always seeking to see her take a third helping of food or wine? Parbleu, Mademoiselle Louella desired the boyish figure, therefore she eats sparingly, therefore she is tried and condemned by the so excellent Irish couple on the charge of being a fairy! C’est drôle, n’est-ce pas?"

When we returned to the upper floor, David Monteith was up and disposing of an excellent breakfast.

"Good old Lou," we heard him tell his sister, "of course, I wasn’t ill last night. I slept like a top—overslept, in fact; aren’t I an hour late to breakfast?" He smiled and patted his sister’s hand reassuringly.

"Ah, parbleu, Jules de Grandin, you are clever!" the little Frenchman murmured delightedly. "You have removed all danger from these young people and assured their happiness by exorcising the devil of bad memories. Yes. Come with me, Jules de Grandin; I shall take you to the library and give you a magnificent-great drink of whisky."